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Abstract. 

 

Human mobility is one of the most complex cognitive tasks, especially in the absence of the 

sight (case of visually impaired or robots). This paper investigates the contributions of the 

tactile modality to execution of some elementary tasks underlying the mobility of visually 

impaired. A computational model of mobility is proposed. The model is inspired by insects’ 

(ants’) mobility. Its originality comes from the representation of the perceived scene. Such 

representation  -named tactile gist - is based on spatial arrangement of objects across the 

perceived scene (and not on the geometry of the scene, principle frequently implemented in 

humanoid robots).  

The proposed model of mobility has been evaluated with a set of original experiments run on 

a specific perception-movement platform and associated touch stimulating device carried out 

by blindfolded subjects. Collected results show that the proposed model offers data relevant 

for visually impaired mobility assistance. Therefore, the tactile gist might be  integrated in 

assistive device for visually impaired.  

Associated to human knowledge of tactile stimulus perception and in the context of visually 

impaired mobility, the tactile gist becomes a cognitive map of the space for mobility 

assistance.  
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1. INTRODUCTION: PHYSICAL SPACE, HUMAN SPACE, MOBILITY. 

 

The independent and secure human mobility in real physical space is one of the most 

challenging questions, especially in contexts of man robot_companion interactions or visual 

impairment. However, the concept of space and the characteristics relevant to its perception 

are far from being well understood; several theories exist. 

For Kant (1887) the perception of physical space raises from human capability to obtain the 

same feeling after a series of movements, and to confirm the same feeling from the same 

position. This process establishes the relation between an exterior object and a feeling, and 

this object becomes a physical space invariant (e.g. an obstacle for mobility). For Poincaré 

(1905), the concept of space does not emerge from our feelings taken separately, but from 

laws structuring the succession of feelings (laws of perception of space’s invariants). Recent 

theories (Piaget 1937, Gibson 1979, Bruce 93, Berthoz 1997, Golledge 1999, O’Regan and 

Noë, 2001) agree that what we perceive is not only the invariants of feelings, but rather the 

invariants of sensory-motor loops part of the subject’s activity (such as mobility).   

As corollary to the above statements, it is possible to claim, that a physical space is primary 

and universal, and its structure (the locations of its components (objects)) may be done with 

respect to a reference frame attached to the space. Moreover, human can learn and understand 

the physical space structure. However, in order to interact with the space, human has to build 

a perceived space from his/her feelings. The human perceived spaces usually differ from 

physical space and they are not unitary as they depend upon functions (tasks) they serve 

(Tverski 2001) and sensors used for physical space characteristics acquisition.  

Tversky (1993, 2005] identifies two human spaces in relation with mobility: extra-personal 

near space (EPNS) and extra-personal far space (EPFS). EPNS can be reached in a glance by 

our eye or by a movement of a hand extension (zoom, cane), while EPFS (or navigational 

space) is the space too large to be perceived in such a way (dedicated tools are necessary). 

The perception of the extra-personal space invariants can be mentally built through space 

exploration with different sensors. The internal (brain) representation of space, known as 

Tolman’s cognitive map (Tolman, 1948), encompasses sensors data filtered by the mobility 

task. These data are used for implementation of different basic cognitive functions preceding 

the  execution  of a displacement (O’Keefe and Nadel,1978).  

However, the cognitive maps built by the impaired (seniors,visually, deaf, spatial neglecting, 

etc.) are different from those built by healthy subjects. In the case of visually impaired people 

(VIP), vision data is not consistent or is absent during the cognitive map building. 

Consequently, the mobility aids should provide means to assist VIPs in correct perception of 

the space, in the building of the correct cognitive map and in the implementation of the 

relevant mobility function.  

Therefore the human, human perceived space and human mobility function constitute triple 

of data which should be taken into account in any mobility model and mobility assistance 

design. 

However, there is not yet the universal human mobility model; furthermore, existing mobility 

aids usually neither integrate the space concept nor the model of human mobility. This paper 

aims to fill these gaps.  

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an analysis of the current state of the art 

in mobility aids for VIP. Section 3 proposes a bio-inspired computational model of human 

mobility. Section 4 presents basic experimental evaluation of the proposed mobility model in 

sightless conditions; a novel wearable touch stimulating device for space representation and 

original perception-mobility platform (PMP) are presented. Section 5 recalls the paper main 

contributions and their extensions in further works. 
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2. STATE OF THE ART IN MOBILITY AIDS DESIGN. 

 

Several technological solutions have been proposed in order to assist the mobility of visually 

impaired (Hersh and Johson, 2008, Pissaloux, 2013). The most popular aids are based on 

brain plasticity (BPD), i.e. by a repetitive usage of these devices, brain areas dedicated to 

process one sensory modality (e.g. eye) may be recruited to process other sensory inputs (e.g. 

tactile or auditory) (Cohen at al., 1997, Meijer, 2008]. These aids may assist detection of 

some obstacles (§2.1), or provide some data useful for orientation (§2.2) or awareness in 

space (§2.3). 

 

2.1. AIDS FOR OBSTACLE DETECTION. 

The cane is the most popular assistance which provides a point wise space sonification or 

space touch. A cane provides a feedback to VIPs when a static obstacle is located at the 

distance around 1m. Once an obstacle detected, the VIP should mentally elaborate an 

appropriated avoidance procedure by the cognitive synthesis of the discrete tactile (and/or 

audio) feedbacks (what includes the estimation of distance to the obstacle, its ego-centered 

direction, its partial shape, etc.).  

The initial concept of white stick has been transformed into robotised smart cane (Bornestein 

and Urlich 01), into smart cane (Terlau at al. 2008), or into intelligent cane (Hoyle and 

Dodds, 2006, Farcy, 2006) (figure 1). 

 

    
Figure 1. (from left) : Robotised smart cane, smart cane (K-Sonar), intelligent canes (UltraCane, TomPouce). 

 

The robotized cane assists the VIP in stairs descent. The smart cane extends the range of 

walking space, while intelligent cane provides a detection of some overhanging obstacles 

located at the high of the chest (chest protection). All these improvements use additional 

active sensors such as ultra-son or infra-red.  

Recently, the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and new sensors (such as camera, 

wheel encoder, accelerometer and compass) have been integrated to a white cane leading to a 

Stick for Environment ExplorationS  (SEES system, (Yusro at al., 2013), figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2. SEES system – an intelligent cane 

 

The SEES localizes the pedestrian through a portable phone’s GNSS, and, thanks to new 

sensors, it provides some information on the end-user EPNS status (such as status of nearest 

traffic light). 
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The cognitive load, due to elaboration of the perception on the extra-personal space from 

sparse pointwise static data, is the cane main drawback.  

 

2.2. ORIENTATION AIDS. 

 

Orientation aids are suitable for indoor and outdoor spaces but instrumented with a net of 

audio beacons. Each node of a net, once activated by the end-user portable device, provides  

relevant information on his/her current location (text-to-speech conversion). The Talking 

Signs system ([Bra 93], figure 3) or the Haptic Pointer Interface (Santa Barbara University) 

are two representative examples of such aids for indoor context, while Sendero Group Seeing 

Eye GNSS or  RNIB & Sendero iphone are examples of devices for outdoor orientation 

assistance. 

 

 
Figure 3. Beacon and handheld device of Talking Sign System. 

 

The difficulty to localize the beacons and their limited number are the main drawbacks of 

these solutions. Indeed, in the outdoor space the coordinates of space point provided by the 

GNSS correspond to the GNSS receiver closest to the end user current position. As this 

position may vary, there is difficult to correct its own position errors using the GNSS 

provided data. 

Recently, in the frame of the European project HAPTIMAP, an audio guidance (based 

GNSS) has been integrated to a geographical map displayed on a smart phone (figure 4). This 

audio guidance provides some new cues useful for mobility and orientation in the EPNS, e.g. 

the modification of continuous audio jingle allow to anticipate changes of direction while 

walking. 

 

                                          
Figure 4. HAPTIMAP prototype. 

 

The orientation aids are complement to the cane. 

 

2.3. SPACE AWARENESS AIDS. 

 

The maps currently dedicated to VIPs are tools for supporting the far space understanding. 

Therefore, at relevant scale, specific mobility maps can assist the navigation (Koch and 

Teller, 2008, Kammoun at al., 2008). The thermoformed maps are usually used for city 

structure understanding (figure 5 left), while the city concrete map (figure 5 right) is of very 

limited help for VIPs. 
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Figure 5. Mobility map technologies: thermoformed map (Paris) and concrete map (Hamburg). 

 

Main drawbacks of maps are their fix representation of a space, their orientation and their 

scale  inappropriate for mobility. These maps do not provide any information on obstacles for 

mobility.  

 

The presented mobility aids are mainly dedicated to improve detection of obstacles or to 

improve the orientation in extra-personal space. Their design is not supported by a clearly 

identified holistic computational model of mobility. 

The following section proposes a model of human mobility. 

 

3. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF COGNITIVE MOBILITY. 

 

A computational model should define two its components: the object (the space, §3.1.) and 

functions which can be applied to this object (§3.2); indeed, the concept of the algebra –a 

mathematical  object- is a formal framework for this computational model. 

 

3.1. EXTRA PERSONAL SPACE REPRESENTATION OR TACTILE GIST. 

 

The extra personal space is “the object” ; it may be represented by a tactile gist.  

The concept of tactile gist (for mobility), an original contribution of this paper, finds its roots 

in bio-inspired model of ants’ (or rat) mobility (Wystrach , 2012, Zeil 03, Banhamou and 

Poucet, 1998). Indeed, “for [ants (rats)] robust scene recognition what matters is the spatial 

arrangement of the objects across the scene, and not the identification of specific individual 

objects” (Wystrach, 2012).  

Such representation of a scene is known as a visual gist (Oliva, 2005). Therefore, the 

observed scene’s visual gist is not only based the geometry of the scene (usually integrated in 

humanoid robotic systems, (Golledge, 1999)), but includes its structure and spatial layout 

(spatial relationships between objects) in an ego-centric view of the observed scene.  

The tactile gist of a scene for mobility differs from visual gist by two characteristics: 1) it 

provides a 2D representation of the observed scene (a set the nearest edges of nearest 

obstacles seen by the observer and their depth, both estimated from ego-centric point), and 2) 

it induces a partition (or a dual representation) of the observed scene seen from a specific 

human ego-centric perspective (Figure 6) in obstacles zone and obstacles-free zone. 

   

  
a)                       b)                                                

Figure 6 – The space dual representation with visual gist (a) and with tactile gist (b). 
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The tactile gist implementation uses a reference frame anchored in the current position of the 

subject (figure 7) and Euclidean metric.  
 

 
Figure 7. Partition of physical space by the mobility task. 

 

3.2. MOBILITY FUNCTION AND ITS COGNITIVE SUB-FUNCTIONS. 

 

Under the assumptions that the subject is able to manage correctly his/her physical posture 

(motor function), the proposed mobility model considers several basic functions which 

underlay mobility. 

The mobility, a complex function, can be decomposed in basic functions (mobility function 

cognitive classes) such as walking, orientation, space awareness and navigation. Each of 

these basic functions is defined by its space domain and human consciousness level attached 

to it (Tverski, 2005, Pissaloux, 2013) (cognitive load). 

The walking can be defined as a low conscious aimlessly drift in extra-personal near space, 

EPNS (a physical world). 
 

Therefore, walking is a moving in a free space, i.e. moving with obstacles avoidance. The 

walking class encompasses more elementary functions such as obstacle (ego-centered) 

detection and localization (e.g. distance and direction estimation between subject and 

obstacles), (rough) estimation of the obstacle form, obstacle height estimation, and (allo 

centered) distance estimation between obstacles (Pissaloux, 2009, Uzan, 2008).  

The orientation (i.e.  wayfinding) class can be defined as a set of processes  of low and high 

consciousness levels which are implemented in human extra personal near and far spaces. 

The orientation encompasses basic functions such as the constant identification of our current 

position, the constant knowledge-update of the target position, and the constant estimation of 

the direction to take from our current position in order to reach our target. The orientation 

implies the capability to plan a specific route to reach the targeted location from the current 

point (Golledge 1999). The orientation is the fundamental skill which should be mastered 

(and especially by the visually impaired people) in order to be independent. 

Space awareness (or space knowledge) class is a characteristic of both, near & far, external 

spaces and requires the high consciousness level. It can be defined with several cognitive 

parameters  such as the continuously knowledge of the space layout, of urban and social data 

located in it, of potential sensory stimuli (landmarks, clues & cues) and their spatio-temporal 

relations. The space awareness requires a good memory (and/or its efficient support), and the 

fast and reliable matching capability between memorized and real-time perceived gist of a 

scene. 

The navigation, high consciousness level task, is performed in external personal spaces. Its 

goal is to reach a target location. The navigation results from implementation of all functions 

(walking, orientation and space awareness and a motor displacement) which are associated to 

a navigation strategy. 

Several navigation strategies exist. The most popular navigation strategies used by the VIP 

are the path integration (or route-type representation) and location/landmark based navigation 

(Baldwin, 2006, Etienne and Jeffery 2004, Passini, 1994.  
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In the path integration strategy the journey between two distal points, A0 and An-1 results 

from the execution of a series of (n-1) journeys between A0 and An-1: A0A1,  A1 A2, A2 A3, …, 

An-2An-1. All points Ai constitute a one-graph attached to the path; these points are usually 

associated to the modification of the subject physical posture (usually through a body 

rotation).  The course of the distance AiAi+1 (along the edge AiAi+1) usually relies on self-

motion cues (supported by a map) and on changes of cognitive tasks. At the point Ai the 

cognitive activity changes: the match between expected and effectively reached point Ai is 

checked. In the case of the positive match the segment AiAi+1 replaces the segment Ai-1Ai; in 

the case of negative match, an error recovery procedure is applied. 

The location based navigation uses different properties of the obstacle-free space such as its 

geometry or distant landmarks (within a familiar area map) that are not passed in path. These 

latter serve as check-points used for orientation; the sun (which can stay in the sky or travel 

on a predictable path), a distant mountain range or the hum of a distant factory… are few 

examples of such check-points.  

As the human effective navigation is usually a mix of these basic strategies, an effective 

computational model of cognitive mobility should support both of them. 

 

The proposed model of (cognitive) mobility is based on the seen scene global perception 

(gist). The global perception allows to perform any class of mobility function. Hereafter, in 

order to experimentally validate the proposed model of cognitive mobility, an implementation 

of some functions based on the concept of tactile gist in the context of visual impairment is 

presented.  

   

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED COGNITIVE MODEL OF 

MOBILITY: TOWARDS A WEARABLE MOBILITY AID FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED. 

 

This proposed cognitive navigation model is validated using a novel wearable touch 

stimulating device – named TaciPad- which is a hardware support for the observed scene 

tactile gist display (§4.1) and a specific experimental platform – perception/movement 

platform (PMP) (§4.2). Some mobility tasks are evaluated with blindfolded subjects and the 

collected results are discussed in §4.3. The main results are summarised in  §4.4. 

 

4.1. TACTIPAD OR HARDWARE SUPPORT FOR SPACE REPRESENTATION VIA 

TACTILE GIST.  

 

A formalised definition of an external space can be defined as a quadruple (1) : 

 

          Extra personal space =  

                   {space representation, reference frame, metric, time}                           (1)    

 

The space is represented via tactile gist. The scene tactile gist varies with the time t and with 

the observation point. Tactile gist can be calculated from the orthogonal projection of the 

nearest borders of nearest obstacles seen by subject. Such representation of a space is a 

personal cognitive (dynamic) mobility map (PCM) of the observed space. Therefore, the term 

“tactile gist” and “PCM” are equivalent and interchangeable.  

A touch stimulating interface (a “Braille surface”) may be a support for PCM relevant for 

VIPs. The binary code may be used : an obstacle (or a part of it) is coded “1” (raised taxel or 

raised touch stimulating element) and obstacles-free zones is coded “0” (taxel in the rest 

position) (cf. figure 8). 
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Figure 8. PCM representation on a touch stimulating interface. 

 

The subject’s position in the PCM is represented by a notch on the tactile interface (Figure 9); 

it is also the origin of the user’ reference frame and the PCM’s reference frame. 

The TactiPad used in experiments (Figure 9) is a 8*8 Braille matrix of taxels realised with 

shape alloy technology (Velaquez at al., 2008, Pissaloux, 2009). TactiPad is a cube of  8 cm 

of edge length and weight 200g. Taxels’ interspace is of 2,6 mm. The TactiPad display 

refresh rate is 1.5 Hz (what is relevant with human cognitive ability to perceive a tactile 

stimulation). 

 

   
Figure 9.  TactiPad, a touch stimulating  (Sorbonne/U. Rouen, FR). 

 

The TactiPad provides simultaneously ego- and allo-centric representations of the extra-

personal space. Its surface can be manually explored by unconstrained hand movements.  

The pertinence of the personal cognitive map, and its binary coding, to the walking task 

execution has to be evaluated via experiments on perception-movement platform (PMP). 

   

4.2. PERCEPTION-MOVEMENT PLATFORM FOR EVALUATION OF TACTILE 

PERSONAL COGNITIVE MAP. 

 

The relevance of the proposed representation of the extra personal near space (EPNS) for 

mobility  task execution has been evaluated via the dedicated experimental platform named 

“Perception-Movement” (PMP) and the TactiPad (Figure 10). 
 

          
Figure 10. PMP : processed data flux (left), user carrying the TactiPad (central),  real experiment (right). 

 

The PMP is a dedicated 5 x 7 m2 room, containing a set of static, but possible to move, 

obstacles. Subjects (wearing a specific hat) can navigate there using the TactiPad (Figure 10, 

right). An original vision tracking system (Maingraud, 2005) overhangs (6m) platform. The 

tracking system wide angle colour camera acquires images of the whole platform (at the 

speed of 8Hz) and passes them to the PC tracking software. This software estimates the extra 

personal space perceived by user, generates the corresponding PCM and  displays it on the 

TactiPad for the subject’s manual exploration and interpretation. 
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For control purposes, three images are displayed on the PC’s screen: space “seen” by the 

camera (Figure 10, central image), part of the extra personal near space (EPNS) “seen” by the 

subject (Figure 10, small rectangle in the central image) and the PCM displayed on the 

TactiPad (Figure 10, image on the south-east of the central image).  
 

4.3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF A RELEVANCE OF THE PERSONAL 

COGNITIVE MAP. 
 

The purpose of the experiments is to investigate the relevance of the proposed representation 

of extra-personal space via tactile gist (and its binary coding) for tactile stimuli perception in 

dynamic conditions and for assistance of some basic functions of the mobility. 

Two experiments have been carried. First experiment has evaluated the perception of moving 

tactile stimuli on the TactiPad (§4.3.1), while second has tested the relevance of the tactile 

gist for obstacles awareness and for space structure understanding (§4.3.2). 

 

4.3.1. EXPERIMENT 1: PERCEPTION OF MOVING TACTILE STIMULI. 
 

This experiment determines if the displayed moving pattern can influence the recognition of 

motion direction. The working hypothesis assumes that the perception of tactile stimulus is 

successful if the participant is able to associate cognitive information with it such as the 

moving direction. 

Ten voluntary naive blindfolded subjects (7 men and 3 women) of an average age of 25 years 

old have participated in these experiments (of 30 minutes). They were seated in front of the 

TactiPad (figure 11). In order to recognize the displayed tactile data, subjects explored the 

tactile surface with a hand. This manual exploration was not constrained.  

Subjects' answers have been recorded by the experimenter. At the end of the experiment, 

overall feelings of participants about the device and its provided assistance in the tactile 

stimuli recognition were also recorded.  
 

 
Figure 11. Experimental setup for tactile stimuli cognitive perception. 

 

Simple patterns of motion predefined direction have been displayed on the TactiPad. The two 

consecutive directions were randomly selected. Every 300 ms displayed pattern is shifted one 

taxel. 

The two parameters of experiment were: the shape (line segment and arrow, cf. figure 12), 

and the motion direction (orthogonal or North (N), East (E), West (W) and South (S) or 

NEWS). 

 

Figure 12. Arrow and line segment moving in the East direction. 

Participants should recognize the motion direction but not the displayed form. If the wrong 

answer is obtained the same shape is displayed a second time (but no more). 
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Table 1 summarises the quantitative results (averaged by the size of the tested population) of 

NEWS directions recognition for two moving shapes (line segment and arrows) with three 

tactile representations of an arrow (full, big framed and small framed).   

The collected results show that the movement recognition is better for framed patterns than 

for full ones. The best recognition rate is of the framed arrow. The average direction 

recognition rate and time is of 80% and 8 seconds respectively. In general the direction of a 

moving arrow is faster to recognise.  

The N and S directions recognition with a small arrow was better and faster than the 

recognition of E and W directions. The direction recognition with a line segment or with a 

framed large arrow is 80%; however, an important confusion of N and S directions was 

observed.  

All subjects have selected a passive exploration of the tactile surface. The participants have 

pointed out the confusion in recognition: the large arrow has been frequently mixed with a 

line segment moving in a diagonal direction.  

The better recognition of the framed shapes may be explained by bigger tactile gradient 

induced on a passive hand. It seems that framed arrow suits batter for moving direction 

recognition. 

The better recognition of shapes moving in N or S direction  is probably due to the  fingers’ 

“natural” direction and greater density of mechanoreceptors on this surface of the fingers. 

The loss of physical continuity between adjacent fingers during TactiPad passive exploration 

and lower density of mechanoreceptors involved in perception, when information moves in E 

or W direction, increases the cognitive load and makes the recognition more difficult and 

prone to recognition errors.  

The arrow seems suit better for moving direction indication. However, standard deviation 

shows a very large inter subject variability, therefore only the very preliminary (above 

presented) rules for moving tactile pattern perception and recognition can be established. This 

variability explains why the average values of collected results have been presented here. 

Therefore, evaluations with cohort of subjects (and especially with VIPs) are necessary. 
 

Table 1. NEWS Direction recognition for 2 patterns and 3 representations of an arrow.  
 

 Moving Shape   

 Framed  

big triangle 

 

Framed  

small triangle 

 

Full  

small triangle 

 

Line segment 

 

Direction 

 

Errors 

(%) 

Recognition  

time (s) 

Errors 

(%) 

Recognition  

time (s) 

Errors 

(%) 

Recognition  

time (s) 

Errors 

(%) 

Recognition  time 

(s) 

North 14% 13 0% 10 31% 11 28% 18 

East 22% 18 18% 33 21% 11 11% 16 

West 17% 11 18% 44 48% 28 18% 14 

South  22% 11 10% 31 40% 11 27% 15 
 

 

The average success rate of direction recognition with the TactiPad is very promising and it 

seems that the proposed code will allow to track the evolution of tactile gist with subject ego 

motion. The learning should improve these results as observed in (Velazquez at al., 2008). 
 

4.3.2. EXPERIMENT 2 : TACTILE PERSONAL COGNITIVE MAP (PCM) AS A 

MOBILITY ASSISTANCE.  
 

This section proposes two experiments which aim to evaluate the tactile gist contribution to 

the execution of two walking subtasks: 

(1) obstacles’ detection and localisation (or obstacles awareness, Experiment 2.1),  

(2)  space awareness (or space’s structure reconstruction, Experiment 2.2).  
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These experiments have involved ten volunteers, healthy, naïve (i.e. they have never used a 

tactile surface) and blindfold subjects (nine men and one woman) aged from 21 to 59 years. 

An initial questionnaire has assessed their preferred hand, their ability to use touch 

stimulating interface and to play video games. 

 

4.3.2.1. EXPERIMENT 2.1: OBSTACLE AWARENESS. 
 

This experiment aims to validate the tactile gist scene representation as a potential assistance 

of visually impaired in obstacles detection and localization task during the unconstrained 

spatial walking.  

Each subject has carried a hat with a bicolor arrow (“subject sight direction”) for his/her 

localization on the “perception-movement” plate-form, a  headphone broadcasting a pink 

noise, an eye mask and the TactiPad (cf. figure 10 central picture). 

Six rectangular obstacles have been randomly placed in the “Perception-Movement” 

platform” (PMP) (Figure 10). Five obstacles are located on platform’s boarders and one is 

located inside the platform. Figure 14a shows the orthographic projection of the PMP. 

Navigating subject is supposed to avoid contacts with obstacles by using PCM displayed on 

the TactiPad. 

The experiment has three steps: experiment presentation, assisted learning and autonomous 

navigation. 

At the very beginning, the experimenter has explained the significance of the information 

provided by the tactile interface, this information code, significance of tactile code 

displacements on the TactiPad, and different possible manners to extract the information 

relevant to obstacle detection.  

In the learning stage (first 2 minutes), the experimenter has accompanied on the platform the 

equipped subject (figure 10 central) in his/her real obstacle recognition (by touch) and its 

tactile representation. 

When the subject estimated to be ready to act autonomously, (s)he was randomly placed 

within the platform and let to freely walk during 10 minutes.  

The navigation with obstacles avoidance was the only instruction given to the subject. 

Each contact with an obstacle, time and location have been recorded. Subject’s trajectory and 

subject’s gaze orientation during the walking on the platform have also been recorded. 

At the end of the experiment, the subject has been accompanied, without seeing his/her the 

PMP structure, to an external place, where questions related to his/her feelings during the 

experimentation have been asked (and experiment 2.2 has taken place). 

Three measures for obstacles awareness quantification have been defined:  

(1) tactile interface efficiency to assist obstacles avoidance (to warn subject on obstacle 

existence); (2) effectively explored space, and (3) perceived space. 

The interface efficiency is quantified with the number of registered physical contacts (bumps) 

during the considered slot time. The effectively explored physical space is defined as the 

surface physically explored by subject during the walking in the considered slot time; it is 

quantified by as a surface of all rectangles attached to subject’s trajectory (a rectangle being 

defined by the subject shoulders’ width and subject’s one-step forward distance (cf. Figure 

10a, rectangle in the central image) (Figure 13a). 

The space perceived via TactiPad is the surface of physical space displayed on the TactiPad 

during the walking in the considered slot time (Figure 13b). 
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   a) globally explored  space              b) effectively perceived space 

 

Figure 13. Two proposed metrics for obstacles awareness quantification. 
 

The collected averaged results show that the effectively explored space represents 54% of the 

global environment area, and the perceived space is 94%  of the global environment area; the 

average number of contacts with obstacles is 5 within 10 minutes of walking. 

From the obtained results (figure 14b) it is possible to conclude that subjects had a good 

awareness of obstacles’ presence as the number of contacts is low with respect to the large 

part of the explored space.  

 

    
 a) navigation space       b) bumps places and bumps frequency 
                                                                                                                                   (mean value for all subjects) 

 

Figure 14.  Perception-Movement platform for obstacle awareness: (left) structure (5 obstacles) and 

bumps frequency during the unconstrained navigation with the TactiPad. 
 

 

Bumps are often due to bad distance estimation. Indeed, in most cases the subject was aware 

of an obstacle presence (he turned around it, he came up to obstacle very slowly) but the 

distance overestimation led to a too long step and resulted in obstacle bumps. Not relevant 

spatial resolution of the TactiPad may be a cause for such results. 

Subjects are aware that the obstacle representation on the TactiPad approaches when they are 

going toward it, but having an imprecise spatial position of the obstacle on the tactile surface, 

they were not able to precisely compare their own velocity and the velocity of obstacle’s 

representation on the interface.  

A tactile interface with better resolution should allow establish some rules explaining the 

occurrence of a bump and adjust the PCM tactile display.  

For contacts at the beginning of the experiment it is possible to assume that bumps are due to 

subject limited knowledge of the tactile interface; bumps occurring at the end of 

experimentation could be explained by subject’s fatigue.    
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4.3.2.1. EXPERIMENT 2.2: TACTILE GIST RELEVANCE FOR SPACE STRUCTURE 

RECONSTRUCTION. 
 

This experiment aims to evaluate the contribution of the tactile gist to a reconstruction of a 

space structure (topology). 

After the experiment 2.1, the experimenter asked the subject to choose, between the six, the 

representation most likely the one (s)he has just explored and drawn on a paper (Figure 15). 

The selection of the correct map is a measure of this task performance quantification. 

The collected answers show that only 50% of subjects were able to match correctly the space 

physically explored and its corresponding (topological) map.  

 

 
Figure 15.  Different topologies proposed to a subject as test for space structure reconstruction. 

 

From the collected results it is not obvious to conclude that through tactile representation it is 

possible to build the topological map of a space. As in experiment 2.1, the poor environment 

geometry (map) recovery could be partly due to technology constraints (TactiPad week 

resolution) leading to poor sampling of the space. The path realized by one subject walking 

on the platform during the Experiment 2.1 (figure 16) shows clearly that only a part of the 

environment has been explored by the subject. Almost all subjects have similar behavior and 

explored less than 50% of the available space.  

The correct answer can be provided if the subject recalls its walking trajectory and obstacles. 

It should be stressed that some of the proposed maps are easy to discard; almost all subjects 

have proceeded by elimination and the majority of them tried to recall the number of objects 

and their relative positions versus their initial position in the environment. 
 

 

Figure 16.  Example of one suject performed paths in experiment 2.1. 

However, it should be noted that the task of the space structure recovery from tactile gist has 

not been explicitly announced before the beginning of the experiment 2.1. Consequently, as 

the environment cues are not easy to extract from the simplified uncluttered tactile 

representation, it is probable that the environment allocentric representation was not 

improved during subject’s walking. These results seem to confirm those collected by others 

from blinds [Thi 97]. 

 

4.4. MAIN RESULTS SUMMARY. 

 

The results collected during experiments allow to conclude that  

(1) globally, the framed arrow and the direction of its motion is correctly recognized 

(Experiment 1); 
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(2) the obstacle awareness through tactile interface is clearly established despite of a very 

short learning phase (2 minutes) (Experiment 2.1); 

 (3)     obstacles avoidance and path modifications during the walking are possible using the 

proposed binary coded tactile representation (Experiment 2.2).  

 

These results confirm that the PCM (tactile gist) concept (and its hardware support) seems 

useful for extra personal space representation and walking in it.  

It should be observed that the learning will improve the tactile gist better perception (cf. very 

short learning time, (Velazquez, 2008)). 

 

The collected results are sensitive to many factors such as : 

(1) a poor tactile stimuli resolution (intertaxel distance),  

(2) poor TactiPad resolution (8x8 taxels) leading to physical space very poor sampling, and to 

bad distance estimation (leading to obstacle bumps).  

(3) the extremely (purposely) limited semantic attached to a raised taxel. 

 

These may be improved with upcoming technologies for touch stimulation.  

 

It should be stressed that the perception and understanding of tactile representation of data  

improves with learning and varies with age. Elderly subjects have required more time to 

understand the proposed code and the principle of dynamic display in the TactiPad. Younger 

subjects have tried immediately the touch stimulating interface, without deep understanding 

how it works (trial-and-error understanding); they acquired and interpret the interface 

provided data during its usage. However, it seems that none of these strategies have improved 

significantly the performance on the tasks. 

Finally, it is possible to claim that the tactile gist a promising representation of space for 

mobility of VIP and it is a generalisation of work on point wise space tactile perception 

proposed by others (Lenay, 2002, Siegle and Warren, 2010).  
 

5. CONCLUSION. 

 

This paper discusses the concept of human mobility, proposes its computational model, and 

introduces its potential implementation with a concept of tactile gist (at perceptual level) or a 

personal cognitive map  (PCM) at cognitive level.   

The tactile gist representation of a scene does not require the scene object recognition which 

in natural scene might appear very similar. The gist provides global synthetic information on 

the observed scene and is fast and robust. 

The originality of the gist comes from the time-varying display, from both, ego- and allo-

centric, representation of the external personal space and the user’s continuous representation 

in the gist by a specific reference point. This reference point allows to establish the bijection 

between subject’s and observed scene reference frames. This match allows the computation 

of different, ego-centric and allo-centric, functions subtending the proposed human mobility 

model. 

The preliminary experimental validation of the proposed mobility model is presented. Three 

original experiments are outlined: the moving tactile patterns direction recognition and  two 

basic mobility tasks (obstacle awareness and space structure reconstruction). A set of metrics 

has been proposed for performance quantification of the considered mobility tasks. All 

experiments have been implemented with the dedicated “perception- movement” platform 

and TactiPad, a touch stimulation device for tactile gist display. 
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Results gathered from different experiments show that the tactile gist representation of the 

extra-personal space, and its coding, provide data pertinent for blindfolded healthy subjects 

mobility.  The results and comments collected from blindfolded participants and related to the 

tactile surface allow to claim that a touch stimulation surface is relevant for tactile pattern 

display (static and dynamic).  

However, the TactiPad resolution should be improved in order to allow better and faster 

integration of tactile data. 

As far as the mobility is concerned, the obtained results show that the tactile gist may provide 

valuable information for VIPs independent mobility.  

All be above results should be confirmed with a cohort of blinds and visually impaired 

subjects.  

New experiments should be designed in order to determine parameters of all cognitive 

functions which subtend the whole concept of mobility. Moreover, the proposed experiments 

open new tracks for multimodal integration as the physical space structure understanding 

seems to be based on several stimuli combination. Finally, some of the proposed experiments 

can be also considered as new for neuro-psychological paradigms (such as short and long 

term memory training for example).  

Finally the proposed cognitive model can be directly implemented in humanoid robots 

especially these expected to be a companion robots. 
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